JC:P48 PHOTOGRAPH OF GROUP OF JESUS STUDENTS, 1932

This photograph was found in the archives in the spring of 2016 with no note of its donor or its provenance, and assigned the Accession Number 115. It might have come from Raymond Owen Williams (matr. 1931) for reasons given below.


JC:P48/P1/1

Photograph of an informal group of undergraduates of Jesus College seen standing in Second Quad. The names are given on the back as “R. O. W.”, T. Kilpatrick, A. L. Owen, W. D. Picton, E. T. Ashton, N. C. Roberts, and G. A. Barnet. The only “R. O. W.” from 1932 whose initials fit is Raymond Owen Williams (matr. 1931), and it is possible that the photograph might have come from him.

Size (unmounted): 80 by 110 mm.